**Fabric Rolling Machines / BRM**

The B-Tex rolling machine BRM is a perfect tool for Fabric winding with technology focused on fabric care. BRM has photocell-controlled edge guider which delivers straight and presentable rolls. BRM can be supplied with highly accurate electronic length counter meter.

Basic Inspection table can be attached for final inspection. BRM comes with feed option of A-Frame (Surface or Axial Big Batcher) and Driven unwinder which makes BRM work as combi of Batch to Roll and Roll/Fold to Roll. BRM pays back in a short period.

**Fabric Batching Machines / BBM**

B-Tex BBM Batcher/Debatcher is specially designed for handling large quantity of fabric. It winds 25-35 fabric pieces without stretching at high speed of 80 mtr/min. Even at very high working speeds no fabric stretch is admitted.
BRM Feed and Delivery Options

Fold to Roll  Roll to Roll  Roll / Fold to Roll
Batch to Roll  Roll to Batch  Batch to Batch

BRM Features

Tension Unit  Guide roller  Photocell  A.C. Inverter Drive  Rubber Emery
Edge Guider

Scroll Roller  Mechanical Length Counter  Operator Panel  Output Roll

BRM Optionals

Auto Stop  Electronic Length Counter Meter  Electronic Weighing Meter

Foot Switch  PLC and Data Logging System
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